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H
Higher
tempeeraturee, lesseer snow
w on Himala
H
ayas: SA
ASE
By Vijay
V
Mohan
Affirming that the imp
pact of globbal warmingg is evident over north-w
western Him
malayas in the
t form of
rising maximum
m and mean
n temperaturre across all zones, a study by the
t Snow and
a
Avalancche Studies
Estabblishment (S
SASE) has revealed thaat snowfall in the mounntain rangess has decreaased while rainfall
r
has
increeased of the past 25 yearrs.
“An overalll warming signature
s
waas observed over north-w
western Him
malayas sincce maximum
m, minimum
and mean
m
tempeerature follow
wed rising trrends with thhe increase being
b
statistiically signifiicant for maaximum and
meann temperaturres,” the stud
dy states.
Published in February, the study is
i authored by HS Negii, Neha Kannda, MS Sheekhar and Ashwagosha
A
Ganjju from SAS
SE, a laboraatory under the
t Defence Research annd Developm
ment Organiisation. Dataa generated
from
m 16 observatories locaated in threee zones classsified as Lower
L
Himalayas, Greatter Himalayyas and the
Karaakoram Himaalayas on the basis of lattitude, was used.
u
While Karaakorams and
d north-westtern Himalayyas have expperienced ovverall warming in the laast 15 years
(2001-2015), on the contrary
y, maximum
m and mean teemperature trends
t
duringg the last 15 years depict cooling in
This could have
h
resultedd from increeased aerosol emissions
somee zones of thhe lower and greater Hiimalayas. “T
by annthropogenicc activities as
a aerosols by
b virtue of their
t
absorbiing nature doo not allow much
m
of incooming solar
radiaation to reachh earth’s surrface therebyy leading to cooling,”
c
thee authors observe.
Floood threat to Kashmir
•

A study byy the Snow and
a Avalancche Studies Establishmeent (SASE) has
h revealedd that increaase in mean
temperaturee over Greatter Himalayaas has led to overall longg-term glacieer retreat

•

It further states
s
that in
ncrease in precipitation
p
during winnter has induuced a floodd situation inn Kashmir.
Besides, avvalanches and
d landslides are expectedd to increasee during late winter.
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HA
AL speeeds up
p Tejass produ
uction
By Ajjay Banerjeee
Aimed at meeting
m
the needs
n
of the Indian Air Force,
F
the Hindustan
H
Aeeronautics Ltd
L (HAL), tooday took a
step to ramp up production of the Tejass fighter jetss. It has outssourced keyy work to thee Indian privvate sector.
The HAL, owneed by the Ministry
M
of Defence
D
(M
MoD), has ouutsourced major
m
works to four Inddian private
comppanies.
These com
mpanies will produce
p
variious portionss of the planne, includingg its main fusselage and wings
w
which
the HAL
H
will thhen integrate at its Bangalore plant. The compannies are L&T, Alpha Teecol, Vem teechnologies
Hydeerabad and DTL Bangaalore. The HAL
H
is making 40 ‘Tejass Mark-1’. The
T outsourccing will com
mmence for
the underproduct
u
tion planes to
t have a prooduction cappacity of 16 planes
p
per annnum from 2019.
2
1

This is the first step in having a western-style production model whereas various companies make
sections of the plane which are then integrated at a common place.
At present HAL is not able to meet the demands for the IAF, which is running short of fighter jets. The
IAF needs 42 squadrons (16-18 planes in each) and at present has 31.
This outsourcing formula will also apply to the 83 planes of the upgraded version called the ‘Tejas Mark
1-A’. The upgraded version will have 59 upgrades. The IAF has already asked the HAL to quote its price of
the 83 jets. The production will commence once a contract is signed.
The HAL made a profit of Rs 2,615 crore in the last fiscal, ending March 31, 2017. “No budgetary
support is given to DPSUs by the Government of India,” a report of the parliamentary standing committee said
on March 13.
The IAF has projected the need for 324 jets over the next 15 years. Mark 1 and Mark 1-A will be 123 in
numbers and The ‘Mark 2’ will have 201 jets. The ‘Mark 2’ that will have a more powerful engine and weigh
some 17.5 tonnes is some 20 per cent heavier than the existing version of the Tejas.
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If the future of warfare is with automated weapons:
Where does India stand in the race?
The metaphorical arms race has given rise to development of autonomous weapons which are eventually
incorporated into the military systems. Better known as Lethal Autonomous Weapons (LAWS) these are
highly sophisticated AI-powered weapons that can select and engage target based on a set of pre-determined
criterion. While currently there is no fully autonomous weapon which can operate independent of the human
control, defense analysts believe given the rapid AI advances, these weapons may become viable in the near
future.
It is not just the world’s leading economies that are plowing money into developing armed drones or
UAVs/autonomous systems. Around 30 countries are in the drone race, and reports indicate that with each
successive generation, drones are getting more autonomy. Automation has long been used in weapons to help
identify targets and maneuver missiles – but these robots are teleoperated from the ground by humans.
However, military UAVs are increasingly getting sophisticated outfitted with low-level autonomy that allows
them (drones) to navigate the space without any human intervention.
The IDC research indicates by 2020, worldwide spending on robotics will reach $188 billion. While
robots will continue to make an impact on manufacturing and industrial production, the other big sectors
which will be disrupted are healthcare and consumer. Leading nations which are at the cutting edge of
autonomous technology are US, China, Russia and Israel that continue to explore autonomous systems, that
can “navigate areas with a high number of IEDs [improvised explosive devices] or other hazards without
risking human life.”
According to Chinese military strategists, the nature of warfare will undergo a fundamental change with
unmanned platforms and autonomous systems. The country has labelled AI research as a national priority, and
some of the biggest use cases can be seen in the military.
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Here’s a look at how countries across the globe are leveraging the potential military applications for AI? To
develop autonomous systems
India: Not one to lag in the robot race, India’s The Centre for Artificial Intelligence and Robotics (CAIR) –
DRDO’s lab was reported to be mulling the development of Multi Agent Robotics Framework (MARF)—to
equip the Indian military with a host of robots that could work for surveillance, rescue and mapping
operations.
Robots will also find applications in extraction of personnel, anti-improvised explosive devices &
diagnosis and maintenance of sophisticated weapons system. Currently, DRDO’s Daksh – electrically powered
Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) that serve as Bomb Disposal Units for the army, paramilitary forces is
already in use.
China: China seems to be leading in making drone swarms — basically armies of miniature drones, which can
operate autonomously — which many call the most effective use of AI weapons technology. Also, Chinese
aerospace industry is developing cruise missiles with inbuilt intelligence to seek out targets in combat. Indian
think tank Observer Research Foundation noted how Wang Weixing, military research director of the Peoples
Liberation Army (PLA) emphasized unmanned combat the next stage in warfare. “Unmanned combat is
gradually emerging as the future of warfare. Even though most people are trying to close the gap with the
world’s military powers in terms of traditional weapons, technology driven ‘light warfare’ is about to take
centre-stage,” he
US: Clearly the frontrunner in developing autonomous weapons is USA, experts peg that the country is closest
to developing fully autonomous weapons. According to reports, the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine
Command has a roadmap for the development of robotics and autonomous systems strategy that outlines the
plans for unmanned and manned intelligent teaming and completely autonomous convoy operations by 2025
with autonomous combined arms maneuver by 2035. US already boasts of ‘semi-autonomous systems.’ The
United States Military Academy also known as West Point created Robotics Research Center which is at the
forefront of emerging technologies and works on innovating and applying robotics in the US army.
Israel: One of the world’s sixth largest arms suppliers Israel was the first to deploy fully automated military
robots in 2016. The country was also planning to form mixed combat units of robotic vehicles (UGV) and
human soldiers.1 The country’s increasing reliance on artificial intelligence and robotics technology has
helped in improving tactical efficiency and minimization of casualties. From airborne armed drones to
armored robot cars for border patrolling, Israel has developed a fleet of fully automated weapons that are
operated by some personnel remotely. Experts peg that robotic technology will significantly advance in
coming years as militaries across the globe will lean on autonomous weapons systems owing to their relative
cheapness and tactical efficiency.
Commercial enterprises & not defense is driving R&D in autonomous space
•

So far, there is no autonomous weapon in existence yet, but it is viable in the future. Currently LAWS
which play a key role in warfare always involve a human in the loop

•

A major area of concern is laws governing LAWS – the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons
(CCW), was held recently in November 2017 and looked into the ethical, moral, legal and humanitarian
aspects of the use of LAWS. With deeper integration of AI technologies in drones, weapons and
explosives, it is hard to imagine where the line will be drawn.

•

In terms of regulation, China was one of the first nations to call for regulation as early in 2016. However,
in the last two years, China’s stance has softened, given the rapid development of autonomous weaponry in
its own backyard.

•

Besides the ethical and humanitarian challenges, states should also ensure accountability for LAWS used
in armed conflict.
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•

Defense experts posit another big area of concern – defense R&D is falling behind its commercial
counterparts due to lack of funding and unattractive remunerations. This lack of talent expertise
means defense will always trail behind the commercial sector

•

For example, driverless tech did originate from a DARPA project but got a boost and widespread
commercial adoption only after it was hived off to big tech firms.

•

Boston Dynamics was a US military robotics R&D company until it was bought by Google for robotic
development

•

Big tech companies like Uber, Google, Amazon are known for buy-outs of university research groups of
roboticists which means there is fierce competition for talent

•

This free-market system can lead to a power shift where militaries will be buying off-the-shelf
technologies/AI capabilities from tech giants and have global implications as well, besides affecting
military readiness of countries

Where does India stand wrt Laws
According to Indian think tank Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, India doesn’t really have a
doctrine on the usage of AI/robotics technologies. Lieutenant General RS Panwar pointed in a post that despite
sporadic interactions with CAIR to spur development, DRDO still lags in developing complex lethal
autonomous systems anytime soon.
•

There is a slew of use cases for LAWS in Indian military such as disarming IEDs, AI-enabled drone
swarms to boost surveillance capabilities and robot sentries can patrol the borders

•

Lieutenant General Panwar made a valid point how India needs an equivalent of Amazon or Google to
rise for its military R&D need

•

In terms of military readiness, Indian IT sector, especially the hardware sector should rise to the
occasion to develop and leapfrog AI capabilities

•

To advance the technical prowess in this field, Indian universities should boost talent pool of students
in robotics, mechatronics and related fields

•

A push from the apex level is needed on framework regarding the development of autonomous tech for
military. Globally, the development is headed by commercial enterprises.
https://analyticsindiamag.com/if-the-future-of-warfare-is-with-automated-weapons-where-does-indiastand-in-the-race/
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